
Ahmed’s garden 

Mommy has told Ahmed that everyone in the home has a chore to do and his job is to pull the weeds from the beds in 

front of the house. Ahmed is cross. He doesn’t want to work in the garden. “These are Mommy’s flowers and Mommy’s 

roses. It is Mommy’s garden, but I have to work in the garden,” he thinks crossly. “My friends are playing cricket in the 

street and I must weed the garden! It’s not fair, it’s not fun!” 

Ahmed grabs each plant by its stem, yanks and pulls until all the roots come out of the ground. He shakes off the soil and 

throws everything in a pile next to him, you just see leaves and flowers flying. Satisfied, he sits down and looks at the big 

pile of plants and soil next to him. Now everything is neat because he has pulled out every plant. Only the bare soil is 

left. Now he can go and play cricket. 

Ahmed’s brother, Imram, comes home from school. He sees how neat it looks where the flower beds used to be, only 

nice brown soil. Clever plan, he thinks. He doesn’t like working in the vegetable garden either. This is now what he is 

going to do immediately. He is going to pull out everything in the vegetable garden so that it will look neat too. Even 
when there are pods, edible roots or fruit on the plants, he pulls out everything! 

Daddy comes home and looks at the empty garden. 

“Clever children I have,” he decides. “Much less work. Now there is nothing to prune or weed. Daddy does not feel like 

mowing the lawn every week either and he thinks up a clever plan. He is not going to work so hard any more either! He 

phones the nursery and sells the lawn to them! Satisfied, Daddy counts the handful of money the next day while the 

workers are rolling up the lawn. No more work for him and now money in his pocket!  

That night, the wind begins to blow. The wind howls around the corners of the house. See, now Mommy no longer needs 

to worry about her flowers being blown over Ahmed thinks and sleeps soundly.  

In the morning, when he wakes up, his feet makes “girts-girts” when he walks. There is a thick layer of sand on the 

floor! Where did this come from? Ahmed wonders in surprise. 

At school, Ahmed and Imram tell what they have done so that they will no longer have to work in the garden. They can 

now enjoy playing cricket. But nobody comes for cricket! All are now pulling out everything in their gardens! What a 

clever plan! No working in the garden or watering flowers for any one of them.  

At work, Daddy boasts about all the money he has received for the lawn. Very soon, there is no lawn to be seen 

anywhere! All are selling their lawns for handfuls of money! Ahmed is the happiest of all about those vegetables that are 

now gone and no longer lie on his plate waiting for him. Imram is missing his honey sandwiches, but the beekeeper says 

the bees have all moved away ... there are no flowers in the town now and the bees need nectar from the flowers 

to make honey. 

But now the people of the town begin to get ill! The doctor has so many people to care for that he no longer has any time 

to work in his garden, and slowly, everything in his garden also dies. 

And now the rains come!  

In the morning when the sun rises Ahmed looks at the yard, amazed. There are only ditches everywhere you look! 

Even the cement of the driveway is washed skew!  

The whole town looks awful. “Washed almost into the sea,” the people are saying. 

People come from far away to look at the town that has been washed almost into the sea. Even the television comes to 

make pictures of them!  

“But I’m not surprised!” an old lady cries out in shock. “Here are no plants in this town. It is the roots of the plants 

that hold the soil together and prevent it from being washed away like this. Good grief, nobody even has a 

vegetable garden. I’m sure the people get very ill here because they have no vegetables to eat. No, come let’s go 

home. Let’s go and have some tea in my garden.” 

 


